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The Story of Rodazon and Brendan

Our first contact came through a message from me on One kind of Social Media - I know! Totally random and

lame even to ourselves at first. I was having a Number week vacation here in Japan then I ended up

staying here for Number months. I was planning to enroll at the Proper Noun Adjective

Center but I couldn't find something that can fit in my schedule.

Suddenly, one of the Japan pages popped up on my screen and Brendan was the last person who Verb - 

Past Tense that page, so I clicked his Facebook and Verb - Past Tense him. I asked if he knew of a tutorial

center that only requires an hour or Number for a week. He replied and that's how everything started.

Both of us are not the type to email people we didn't know (except for that moment since I need to know

something) I'm not the type to increase my circle of Noun - Plural by searching them on FB, but there was

something about him and he was so Adjective that I couldn't erase his messages. We corresponded for

about Number months and then actually Verb - Past Tense at Yume Town with my sister and her

husband. I am the youngest so they are pretty Adjective . We've been together ever since!

We really both love to Verb - Base Form . We both love the Stone Curry restaurant if we are here in Beppu.

Back in the Philippines, we are both addicted to Jecks restaurant, where we get the special tamarind candy. We

both enjoy activities like Verb - Present ends in ING , Verb - Present ends in ING , Verb - Present ends in ING

our



bikes, Verb - Present ends in ING , playing soccer, Verb - Present ends in ING , and Verb - Present ends in 

ING movies.

It wasn't easy at first because after my Number months staying here in Japan, my job and visa

application in UK was materialized so I had to move there and we had a long distance relationship. We both

went back last March Year to the Philippines for him to meet my Number sisters and also to

have the What people do when they are in love . He took me for a Number day vacation on an island. It was

in the crater of a volcano in a lake that on an island called Noun - Beautiful Place . It was CRAZY! Little did I

know a surprise proposal was underway. I was oblivious to what was about to happen.

Unfortunately, I got an allergic reaction that brought a rash to my entire Part of Body . It really made me

feel sad. I was silent and worried. Suddenly Brendan came in front of me, held my Part of Body , kissed

me on the Part of Body , hugged me manner adverb , and put a Noun on my finger. Him and

his family are always romantic so it's not unusual to receive something from them.

History, a few days before we went to Noun - Beautiful Place , he gave me a same noun from his sister

Female name of Latin Origin so when I was about to ask from whom the same noun came from, he put

his Part of Body again on my face and asked me to marry him. He told me that he loves every single rash

that existed on my Part of Body . I was super delighted soaking it all that I forgot to say "

Interjection



!" That moment I instantly started Verb - Present ends in ING . He asked me again to be his wife and I said yes!

Interjection ! It was amazing. It was the happiest moment ever! I forgot all the rashes around!

After that short vacation, it wasn't easy without him. After my contract, I came up with my best decision I ever

had, to Verb - Base Form here to Japan to be with him. I knew I could find a job anywhere, but I could not

find true love anywhere else, and he is the source of my happiness.
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